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Three days later, David approached the vicinity of Planet Royal in his Galaxy Warship.  

As he looked at the giant planet glowing with a blue light, David could not help but 
lament about the magical universe.  

Planet Royal was an enormous living planet in the Milky Way and was at the heart of 
the Milky Way.  

If one looked at it from outside of the Milky Way or from the depths of the universe, one 
would see that the entire Milky Way was seemingly revolving around Planet Royal.  

Planet Royal was located at the center of the Milky Way majestically and imposingly, 
like a king.  

Such was Planet Royal, a planet everyone in the Milky Way yearned for.  

According to legend, anyone born on Planet Royal would get the Milky Way’s blessing 
and luck.  

Therefore, countless forces in the Milky Way would feel proud to have a small house on 
Planet Royal.  

However, not many people among the millions of living planets and hundreds of 
thousands of big and small forces could achieve this.  

This was because money could not buy something like this.  

Planet Royal was controlled by the royal family of the Milky Way Empire, the Barlowe 
family.  

If one wanted to obtain residency in Planet Royal, one had to be a force that had 
contributed significantly to the empire. That was the only way they would be assigned a 
residence.  

One could only imagine how tight the competition was and what the chances of success 
was.  

At the same time, Planet Royal was the safest planet in the Milky Way.  

This was because the strongest person in the Milky Way, Emperor Nimbus, was 
residing there. He was a powerhouse at partial Eternal Realm.  



Emperor Nimbus was only halfway to Eternal Realm.  

Even though it was miles away and he might be stuck in that realm forever, Nimbus was 
still the person in the Milky Way with the most potential to break through to Eternal 
Realm.  

One had to go through a lot of safety checks before one could enter Planet Royal.  

First, they needed to land on one of the eight satellites protecting Planet Royal to be 
inspected.  

After passing, the empire would send someone to receive the guests and proceed to the 
second inspection.  

After passing the first two inspections, they could enter Planet Royal for the final 
inspection.  

Once they passed all three inspections, they could move freely within Planet Royal’s 
public  

areas.  

The ones with a residence could stay permanently, while the ones without could only 
stay up to one month at most.  

When the time was up, they could be kicked out of Planet Royal.  

Before David arrived at Planet Royal, he heard Mia explaining the situation on the 
planet.  

Since they had Princess Astrid’s token, so they could go in without obstruction and 
would not be inspected.  

Despite this, David followed the rules and landed on one of the eight satellites following 
the guidelines.  

After the Galaxy Warship landed and the hatch was opened, a few staff of the Milky 
Way Empire came forward as David and Mia walked out of the hatch. The staff were 
here to inspect the Galaxy Warship.  

“Where did you come from? What are you doing here? Are you here for the state 
banquet?” The staff at the front asked politely.  

They could not afford to offend anyone who could travel in a Galaxy Warship.  



Although they were the empire’s staff and had the empire’s backing, who could be sure 
if this young man before them had elders with important roles in the empire?  

This young man might send them all to hell with just one word.  

These people had been checking all warships and flying vessels entering Planet Royal 
daily, so they were pretty discerning.  

They knew who they could and could not offend.  

David and Mia did not look like they were easy to deal with.  

Despite this, the staff still had to inspect them according to the standard of procedure.  

Everyone had to be inspected, no matter who they were.  

This was the empire’s rule.  
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No one and no forces would dare to go against it.  

“Astrid invited us to head to Planet Royal,” David answered.  

“Astrid? Her Royal Highness?” The staff widened their eyes and asked in surprise.  

“That‘s right.”  

“Do you have any proof?”  

David took out a token with the word ‘Astrid‘ and tossed it toward the staff.  

“This is the token Princess Astrid gave me back then. Is this enough proof?” David 
asked.  

The leading staff took the token and looked at it carefully. After that, they were 
shocked.  

This was indeed Princess Astrid‘s token and it was impossible to fake.  

Also, no one in the Milky Way would dare to make a copy of Princess Astrid‘s token. 
The success rate aside, no one would dare to use it even if they managed to make a 
perfect copy.  



This was because Princess Astrid had given out an order to notify her if anyone came 
forward with her token.  

If Princess Astrid found out someone was faking her token, the person would lose their 
life.  

“Of course! Sir, please wait. Her Royal Highness told us to notify her if anyone came 
forward with her token. If not, we can‘t afford the consequences.”  

After the staff said that, they contacted their higher–up immediately.  

David did not stop them.  

‘I‘ll just let them do their job.  

‘Since I‘m here, I have nothing to hide.‘  

Plus, he needed to see Astrid and hand Fergus to her.  

Astrid was eating with Empress Gamore in the Royal Palace on Planet Royal.  

Ring!  

The communication device rang suddenly, and Astrid immediately answered it.  

Then, she heard a middle–aged man‘s voice.  

“Greetings, Your Royal Highness.”  

“Who are you? Do you need anything?” Astrid asked.  

“Your Royal Highness, I am responsible for safety on Satellite 7. You said to notify you if 
the person with your token arrives,” the middle–aged man said respectfully.  

Astrid stood up excitedly and asked, “Are you saying someone is here with my token?”  

“Yes! A man and a woman came to Satellite 7 with your token. I immediately contacted 
you when I got the news, Your Royal Highness.”  

“Tell them to come in at once. Skip the inspection. They are good friends of mine. Let 
them in and bring them to me,” Astrid said excitedly.  

“Certainly. Please wait, Your Royal Highness. I will arrange it now.‘  

The middle–aged man hung up after he said that.  



Astrid was smiling to herself as she looked at the communication device.  

“Astrid, is David here?” Gamora asked.  

Astrid came back to her senses and answered, “Yes, Mother! David is here. I’ll go and 
welcome him now. You can take your time.”  

After she said that, she was about to leave.  

“Wait. You can go after you finish your food. It will take some time for David to reach 
Planet Royal,” Gamora stopped.  

“Oh, Mother! I can’t eat now. You should continue eating. I’ll go  

Astrid left in a hurry after she said that, leaving Empress Gamore alone in the dining 
room. After Gamora pondered for a while, she picked up her communication device.  

A deep voice came from the device.  

“Gammy, what’s wrong?”  

Gamora was enraged.  

“What’s wrong? Your daughter is about to be abducted! What else? Are you not going 
to do anything about it? I can’t stop it myself.”  

there now.  

“Is that punk David here? Where is he? I’ll see him now to check if the Sangruil Sinners 
sent him. If this is the case, I’ll kill him on the spot. Even if it’s not, I want to see if he’s 
worthy of my daughter.”  

“Hmph, I’d like to see how you’ll kill him if your daughter wants to protect him.” “Don’t 
worry. I’ll find a chance to meet him in private.”  
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Under Princess Astrid’s order, David was released. Then, he got into the Galaxy 
Warship and headed to Planet Royal following the relevant process. Soon, he slowly 
landed at Astrid’s residence.  

When the Galaxy Warship stopped and the hatch opened, David saw an alluring smiling 
face as he led Mia out of the ship.  



It was Princess Astrid.  

Next to Astrid was a gorgeous middle–aged woman who looked just like her.  

David figured that must be Astrid’s mother and the empress of the Milky Way Empire.  

At this moment, Empress Gamora was also observing David.  

“This kid looks alright. He looks pretty handsome and is quite strong.  

‘At least he can save Astrid from a Celestial Ranker.  

‘However, I have to wait for Nimbus to determine his identity.  

‘I can’t spare him if he’s a Sangruil Sinner.  

‘If he’s not…‘  

Gamora looked at Astrid, who was beaming next to her, and sighed.  

‘Fine! Fine! I’ll let them date.‘  

Gamora thought to herself helplessly.  

‘David is passable in terms of his appearance. He’s not inferior to my husband when he 
was young.  

‘I just have to verify his identity.‘  

“David, Mia! You’re finally here!” Astrid said happily.  

“Sorry for making you wait, Your Royal Highness,” David said courteously.  

“Mia greets you, Your Royal Highness, Your Majesty,” Mia bent down slightly and 
greeted -respectfully.  

Even though this was the first time Mia was meeting Empress Gamora in person, she 
had seen Empress Gamora’s photos in other places.  

Thus, she immediately recognized the beautiful middle–aged woman.  

‘The empress! The wife of Emperor Nimbus, the strongest person in the Milky Way 
Empire!‘  

Gamora had a very high status and was said to be very strong.  



Gamora was one of the high priestesses in Lunar Palace, one of the two major palaces 
in the Milky Way.  

Gamora was the idol of many young girls in the Milky Way.  

All of them wanted to be like her.  

She had an invincible husband at the top of the Milky Way who towered over the entire 
galaxy.  

Mia never expected to one day have the chance to meet the empress in person.  

Right now, she was very excited.  

“David, Mia, you don‘t have to be so polite. This is my mother. Mother, this is David, 
whom I told you about. He saved me back then. Next to him is Dance Fairy Mia, one of 
the four fairies,” Astrid held Gamora‘s hand and introduced everyone.  

“You‘re David, right? Hello. Welcome to Planet Royal, and thank you for saving Astrid,” 
Empress said politely to David.  

“You‘re too kind, Your Majesty. It was just a little bit of effort. I believe anyone would do 
the same if they were me,” David said with a grin.  

Gamora frowned at what he said.  

‘This kid is speaking so bombastically.  

‘Is he looking down on Celestial Rankers?  

‘Plus, he‘s not very respectful toward me, the empress. It feels like I‘m his equal.  

‘Who is he, and who am I?  

‘Is David really not a Sangruil Sinner spy and he genuinely came back after exploring 
for decades, just like Astrid said?  

‘If not, why would he not have any manners?‘  

Gamora did not know that David was also at partial Eternal Realm and had the 
strongest  

combat power in the Milky Way, just like Emperor Nimbus.  

Even if her husband Nimbus were here, David would not speak to him like he was 
inferior, let alone herself. 



 


